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DIARY 
Term 3 

July 
Thurs 28 Year 4M & 4S Gymnastics program commenced 
August 
Mon 
Wed 

1 
3 

School Council Meeting online @ 7.00pm 
School Tour @ 9.30am; Australian Maths 
Competition; Prep Scienceworks excursion 

Thurs 4 School Tour @ 11.00am 
Mon 8 Year 5 Sovereign Hill Camp - departs 
Wed 10 Hooptime Basketball 
Wed 10 Year 5 Sovereign Hill Camp - returns 
Wed 10 Year 6-7 Transition Acceptance Slips due  
Mon 15 PTA Meeting @ 7.00pm 
Wed 17 Year 4 to 6 Athletics Carnival 
 

 

Camp Australia 
 
Before and After School Care is available in the Old 
School House. To register your child please phone  
Camp Australia on 1300 105 343. Registration is 
available online at www.campaustralia.com.au 
 

Uniform Shop 
 
Opening Hours  
Monday – 8.30am – 11:00am 
Wednesday – 2.00pm – 4.00pm 
 
Uniforms may be purchased online – see below 
 

https://fcw.com.au/online-shop/mt-eliza-primary-
school-online/  
 

Processed orders will be delivered to your child’s 
classroom.  
 

Joanne Patterson 
Uniform Shop Co-ordinator 
 

 

Principal’s Report 
 
Dear Parents and Carers, 

This has been a week where we have really been able to celebrate the incredible learning at MEPS. Year 1G 
had a ball investigating all the natural spaces and places across our campus with Kim Schroder from Camp 
Manyung, Mrs Golding and Mrs Grgic on Tuesday. It was wonderful to hear the children’s impressions of their 
day. 
 

 

 

MEPS Newsletter 
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Preps Celebrate 100 Days of School! 
 

 

What a momentous day for our fabulous Prep cohort who, on Friday, enjoyed 100 days of school at MEPS. 
We are so proud of our Prep students who have amazed us with their knowledge, enthusiasm and passion for 
learning. They have been so settled this year and are able to explain all the things they have been learning 
with such authority. I take my hat off to the children and their incredible teachers, Mrs Donna Wheatley, Ms 
Barbara Coley and Ms Stephanie Adams. 
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Introducing Children’s University 
In our recent School Review, areas nominated for future focus include Achievement, Wellbeing and 
Engagement. To address these goals and to support our Middle School Future Focused theme, we have 
recently developed a partnership with Swinburne University to facilitate their Children’s University program as 
a trial for interested students in Years 3 and 4. Last week, Naomi from Swinburne came to share information 
about the voluntary program and to launch it at MEPS. Sign up information went out with all Years 3 and 4 
students last week, so please complete and send back to school as soon as possible if your child is interested 
in participating. If they reach their goals, they even get to ‘graduate’ at Swinburne University which is a really 
exciting proposition. 
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What has Year 5 been up to? 
Year 5 students have been hard at work in the classroom and are also looking forward to their upcoming camp 
to Sovereign Hill. 
  
Numeracy 
As part of their focus on Statistics and Data representation, students have been gathering data through 
observation and surveys, then representing their findings through a variety of graphs including column, pie 
charts, dot plots, line graphs and pictograms. 
 

 
 

Inquiry 
Students have been developing their knowledge of Immigration into Australia, tying this into their Writing and 
Reading units. Students have focused their learning on significant immigration events that have led to our 
multicultural society in Australia, creating a diorama to accompany their information report. Our students have 
developed their collaboration and creativity skills throughout this unit. 
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OzHarvest FEAST Launch 

 

A day of celebration on Wednesday 27 July saw us welcome 
many special guests to school to officially launch OzHarvest’s 
FEAST program at Mt Eliza Primary School. Our school motto 
‘Together we grow’ with our tree reaching up from the earth, 
supports the strong link between our two organisations - 
OzHarvest and MEPS - and is a fitting metaphor for how we 
are committed to working together to educate young people 
and our community about food sustainability. 
 

My own passion for food began whilst living and working in Italy 
for over 15 years. What stood out most was the way in which 
my husband’s Italian family bought produce carefully from local 
markets and used everything, from the vegetable fronds to the 
cheapest cuts of meat. They never wasted a thing. But that is 
not how it is everywhere, unfortunately.  
 

According to the United Nations Food and Agriculture 
Organisation, about a third of the food produced in the world for 
human consumption every year - around 1.3 billion tons - gets 
lost or wasted. Meanwhile over 840 million people worldwide 
(12% of the world population) are undernourished. So, what to 
do about this problem closer to home, and here at school?  
 
 
 

More recently, we’ve been so 
excited to learn about OzHarvest 
and their work around food 
rescue. We’ve definitely been 
inspired by its founder, 
environmental activist Ronni Kahn 
AO, and the FEAST team. It’s 
been significant to see our school 
collaborate with OzHarvest’s 
primary school program known as 
FEAST, a fitting acronym that 
stands for Food Education And 
Sustainability Training. We have 
embedded this program in our 
curriculum as a means for 
educating our students in how to 
eat healthy, waste-less food whilst 
also becoming architects of 
change in their local community. 
At the centre of this work is the strong belief that the key to fighting food waste is to change our practices 
through education, and to give food back the value that it deserves. 
 

The FEAST program was first introduced at MEPS last year, in 2021. Senior School students participated in 
practical cooking activities at home and in the classroom as we navigated education through the pandemic. 
Students learned and practised cooking skills through the tasty FEAST recipes and then designed their own 
recipes to use up foods that would otherwise go to waste.  
 

Through our partnership with the OzHarvest FEAST program, we have hosted teachers from other schools 
who have participated in Professional Learning with us and have created the opportunity to develop an 
ongoing Professional Community of Practice. We were fortunate to connect online with Ronni Kahn as she 
celebrated our learning, and it was so inspiring to hear her speak with such passion. We developed a team of 
MEPS students who went on to present to thousands of Victorian school children during the 2021 EarthWatch 
Kids Teaching Kids conference, inspiring young people right across Victoria to join the fight against food 
waste. That was such a highlight and a huge testament to the commitment of the Year 6 teaching team who 
have set the scene, particularly Mrs Fiona Schulinus who has spearheaded the introduction of this initiative to 
our school and for that we are extremely grateful. Thank you, Fiona. 
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To start off the celebrations on Wednesday, Monash University Professors and Pre-service teachers led STEM 
Food Lab and Literacy workshops in the classrooms for the Year 4 students. 
 
 

Raff Z (Year 4) - On Wednesday, we had people from Monash University come to our class and teach us 
about preserving food. 
 
 

Elijah G (Year 4) - We had so much fun learning about pickling. You can pickle a lot of foods like cucumber 
and fish so that they last a long time. 

 
Zara H (Year 4) - In Literacy, we all made, read or wrote about something involved with food to support the 
FEAST learning. 
 
 

 
 
We then commenced the official launch in the BER with families invited, special guests, OzHarvest 
representatives and, of course, our students from Years 3, 4 and 6. 
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Kaya S - Year 6 
 

On Wednesday, I was lucky enough to be part of the OzHarvest FEAST program launch. We had photo 
shorts, interviews and we got to cook some amazing recipes for the judges to try. My team made the Crunchy 
Noodle Salad. I was also one of the people who got to do an interview. An OzHarvest representative asked us 
questions like, “What was your favourite thing you have done in OzHarvest?” and “What have you learned 
about food waste?” My favourite thing was when we first made the Crunchy Noodle Salad and Peach 
Parfait and we got to taste them. They were DELICIOUS! I am grateful for the opportunity to be involved in 
OzHarvest.  
 

Elle M - Year 6 
 

We cooked two recipes. Peach Parfait was made from peaches, yoghurt and muesli with fresh berries on top. 
We also made Crunchy Noodle Salad, made from a whole load of veggies and crunchy noodles with a tasty 
dressing. Both are very healthy, delicious and also can be made from leftover food you have in the fridge. 
Overall, the program has been a great opportunity and a wonderful way to show awareness about food waste. 
 

Alex D - Year 6 
 

The OzHarvest program was a very new and fun experience as I had not cooked before. The FEAST program 
inspired me to help out in the kitchen and use some new recipes. Cooking in front of a lot of people was nerve-
wracking at first, although, when it got started it was a lot less scary than I had expected. It was just a really 
fun time! My favourite part about the event was learning to cook as I was not very good at it, but also working 
as a team. Having friends to cook with made it much more enjoyable. I was especially shocked to find out 
about all the food that is being wasted. About one-third of food that is bought to be consumed is thrown away. 
The OzHarvest program taught me not to waste food. 
 

 
 

Students in Year 4 then presented their amazing Cookbook! 
 

Phoebe G (Year 4) - We were so proud to present our first Mt Eliza Primary School FEAST inspired cookbook. 
This cookbook has taken weeks to prepare, and we were very excited to present the finished product. We 
have developed a wide variety of recipes that we think you will enjoy and, best of all, most of the recipes are 
designed to prevent food waste. My group’s recipe was Fruity Pancakes which used leftover fruit which we 
combined in the pancake mixture. They were the best things ever! Some of the recipes have been created by 
us, some of them have been inspired by family recipes and others have been selected with a particular 
common wasted food in mind, in the hope that good food goes into our bellies and not in our bins. 
 
Nick D (Year 4) - We began our FEAST journey this year exploring where our food comes from. We conducted 
a fridge and fruit bowl audit in our own homes. When I did the audit, I found lots of leftover apples and yoghurt. 
We learned alarming facts about food waste and we discovered the amazing work of OzHarvest. We learned 
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lots of useful skills such as safety in the kitchen, dicing and slicing, measuring ingredients, stirring and pouring, 
working together, negotiating, learning about nutrition and decision making. We have made delicious FEAST 
recipes, such as crunchy noodle salad and sushi rolls which were very tasty. 
 
Aden P (Year 4) - We dreamed possible solutions, choosing recipes, adapting recipes and even designing our 
own recipes - taking on the mission to prevent food waste and reduce climate change. Thank you to our Year 
6 FEAST Ambassadors, teachers and staff, parents and grandparents who all helped us with our FEAST 
learning this year. Good luck to the Year 3 students who now have the privilege of participating in the FEAST 
program this semester. It really is learning that will stay with us forever. 
 

 
 
We are very proud to be connected with the work of OzHarvest and look forward to furthering our collaboration 
as ‘Together we Grow’. 
 
Prep 2023 Zoom School Sessions 
 

Our Term 3 Prep 2023 Zoom School 
transition sessions commenced last week, 
with Mrs Donna Wheatley and Mrs Michelle 
Polley taking the children through engaging 
activities online.  
 

You can see from the Term 3 schedule that 
we have a wonderful variety of sessions 
across different days and times so hopefully 
your child will be able to join us for as many 
of them as possible. Younger siblings are 
welcome too. If you know any families who 
are also keen to join our Prep cohort in 2023, 
please let them know to contact the office for 
an enrolment form so they too can join in the 
fun! 
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Year 4 Game Jam 
 

On Friday, Year 4 students celebrated the culmination of their Inquiry unit which linked science, geography, 
literacy, creative arts and technology. Students shared their knowledge through various means: orally, through 
posters, dioramas, puppet shows and models. They all developed coding skills by creating their own Bloxels 
game to communicate their research findings in an interactive and engaging manner. It was a perfect example 
of students being creators not consumers of technology. Students in other year levels loved seeing the Year 
4s in action, as did their families. A big shout out to Mr Brent Schuster and the Year 4 team for organising such 
an engaging event. 
 

We have been speaking a lot 
at school about developing the 
principles and practices of 
Reggio Emilia through our 
school. The Reggio approach 
asks how educators can 
support the ‘Hundred 
Languages of Children’, where 
students have many ways in 
which to express themselves.  
 
I love how this exhibition of 
Year 4 knowledge really 
provided all students the 
opportunity to share their 
understanding in ways that 
was meaningful to them.  
 

 

This is Claudia sharing her research through a puppet show and you can clearly see that the audience is 
enjoying every minute of it. 
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All the best for a fabulous week ahead. 
 
Kind regards, 
 

 
 
 
 

Kim Wheeler 
Principal 
 
 

PTA  
 

The following meeting dates have been added to the 2022 PTA Meeting Calendar: 
 
20 June 10 October 
18 July   25 July  7 November 
15 August 28 November 
 
Donations for our Fathers’ & Special Friends’ Day Stall 

We have already begun working on our upcoming Fathers’ & Special Friends’ Day Stall. Donations for this stall 
are always appreciated whether it be items to be sold as gifts or items for wrapping. Please leave donations 
with the ladies at the front office.  
 
EduMarking Adventure Trail 

Thank you to everyone who has supported our fundraisers this year. We are proud to have provided the 
students with a fun Adventure Trail which was installed over the term break. I know lots of students (and 
parents) have already enjoyed this new addition to the schoolyard! 
 
Joanne Patterson 
PTA President 
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Jolly Soles PTA Fundraiser and Silly Socks Day 

 
 
Thank you to all the families who have already 
placed orders or donated so far. New designs 
available as well as some old favourites! 
 
Our first batch order has already been placed so we 
should start receiving some of our boxes soon.  
Order yours today. 

www.myschoolconnect.com.au/mt-eliza-ps-fundraiser 

Orders close Sunday the 7th of August 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
STUDENT ABSENCES 

 
PLEASE READ THIS VERY IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

 
Parents/Guardians are required to report their child/ren’s 

absence from school by 
texting 0439 454 239 by 9.00am each day your child is absent. 

 
NOTE: It is important that you state your child’s name, grade, and the  

reason for the absence.  
 

This information particularly important – especially during our current pandemic environment as we have had many absences 
to follow up. 

 
We appreciate families being vigilant with this. 

 

0439 454 239 - Please SMS only 
 

  -The Admin Team   
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A message from your Coordinator Jade 
Activities coming up 

What’s on the menu 

 

 

 

 

WOW! Loads of fun and engaging activities have been taking place in 
before and after school care over the past week.  

Following our theme of kings and queens the children have channelled 
their creative side to create some amazing art pieces. With our new 
water colour paints Lexi made jewels, by painting a pattern on paper, 
and then gluing her design on clear gems we had in our craft corner. As 
you can see below the colours shined through and they turned out 
fantastic. Allyson and Martha also got experimental with our new water 
colours and painted landscapes of our school garden. 

Another activity we did was making crowns. We decorated our crowns 
with the jewels we made previously, as well as with stickers, glitter and 
gel pens! 

• Water colour painting  
• Minion drawing  
• Reading challenge 
• Silent ball 

Wraps 

Anzac biscuits 

Crackers  

Pancakes  

Martha and Allyson 
using our new water 

colour paints! 

Lexi with the 
jewels she made! 

Isla, Liam, Eliza and 
William looking like 
royalty with their 

fabulous handmade 
crowns. 

Special shout out to Allyson for talking 
initiative by gathering all the rubbish on the 
playground and putting it in the bin! Super 
star!! 
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CLICK HERE TO PURCHACE TICKETS 
 

 
 

Music Lessons  
 

   Looking for music lessons for your child? 
 

Find out more information by clicking the form below: 
Instrumental Lesson Application Form 

 
 

 
 

Second-Hand Uniform Shop  
 
The Second-Hand Uniform Shop will be opening this term every 2nd Thursday morning (9am-9.30) in the foyer 
of the Old School Hall. Opening dates are 21 July, 4 August, 18 August, 1 September and 15 September. 
 
All items are $3 and it is cash only. Donations are also always appreciated.  
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